Pre-processing for muscle motion analysis: adaptive guided image filtering for speckle reduction of ultrasound images.
Skeletal muscle is an important tissue of human body, and its contractions control and regulate body motions. Muscle contraction results in morphological changes of the related muscles. Ultrasound imaging is an effective tool for studying muscle architectures and monitoring the morphological changes of muscles. The latter process can be realized with a motion estimation algorithm. However, ultrasound images are usually corrupted by speckle noises and performance of motion estimation methods can be significantly affected by the noises. To get a better performance in motion analysis, in this paper, as a pre-processing step, an adaptive filter named adaptive guided image filtering (AGF) is suggested to reduce speckle noises. We first transformed the multiplicative noise model into an additive one by taking the logarithm of the original speckled data, then performed AGF to obtain the filtered image, and finally took the tackled image back into exponent. Experimental results showed that AGF had a better performance in terms of noise attenuation and edge preservation compared with other standard filters. In quantitative results, the filtered images also had the highest Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) using AGF. It's believed that AGF is a good choice for the pre-processing stage of muscle motion analysis.